LEGAL REVOLUTION 2020 is cancelled
THE VIRTUAL EXHIBITION AND CONGRESS FOR LAW AND
COMPLIANCE LEGAL LIVE WILL TAKE PLACE EARLIER
After three years of strong growth, all indications were that LEGAL REVOLUTION, Europe's leading
exhibition and congress for law and compliance, would be a great success in 2020 again.
Since beginning of the COVID 19 Pandemic the organizer LEGAL (R)EVOLUTION GmbH monitored and
analyzed the developments. The loosening of the Corona measures, the positive feedback of visitors
and exhibitors in combination with the sophisticated health protection concept made the idea of a
safe and successful event appear realistic, also in 2020. However, the rising infection rates caused a
turnaround in September. Intensive exchanges with exhibitors and visitors, led to the decision to
cancel the physical event, which should have taken place on 30 Nov. and 1 Dec. in Frankfurt Main.
"We would have done everything to make this face-to-face exchange possible for our visitors and
exhibitors - especially now. Unfortunately, the current developments leave us with no other option
but to cancel the event.“, explains Aranka Holes, Head of Expo, and Sophia Agne, Marketing Director
at LEGAL REVOLUTION GmbH.
The virtual exhibition and congress LEGAL LIVE, initially planned for mid-2021, will take place earlier.
The organizer will announce the exact date on 10 November on www.LEGAL-LIVE.net.
“We are working at peak performance on LEGAL LIVE. We will create an innovative online-event,
which will offer unique experiences and high quality leads for visitors and exhibitors.“, states Dr.
Jochen Brandhoff, founder of LEGAL REVOLUTION. “Matchmaking and other, for the Internet
perfectly fitting ways of bringing exhibitors and visitors together, for mutual benefit will be the
success factors of LEGAL LIVE“, adds Angelo Aratari, responsible manager of LEGAL LIVE.
Visitors who have already purchased tickets for LEGAL REVOLUTION 2020 will receive a full refund or
can transfer the booked services to LEGAL REVOLUTION 2021.
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About LEGAL REVOLUTION
Since 2017, the LEGAL (R)EVOLUTION GmbH has been organizing the annual LEGAL REVOLUTION
Expo & Congress, Europe's leading and fastest-growing exhibition and congress for law and
compliance. The LEGAL REVOLUTION combines an international exhibition for services and IT
solutions along the entire value chain of legal services and compliance with an international
congress for Legal and Compliance Tech and the Law of the Digital Economy. In 2019, LEGAL
REVOLUTION attracted almost twice as many participants as in the opening year 2017 and grew
from 650 to 1,250 attendees.
Innovation and networking are crucial for success right now. Therefore, LEGAL (R)EVOLUTION
GmbH 2021 is launching a virtual exhibition and congress, LEGAL LIVE. From the outset, it is to be
the leading online exhibition and congress for law and compliance in Europe.
LEGAL (R)EVOLUTION GmbH also publishes the e-journal LEGAL REVOLUTIONary (ISSN: 2699-8084).
The LEGAL REVOLUTIONary covers the legal aspects of the digitization of the economy and the
business and technical aspects of the digitization of the legal system.

More Information about LEGAL REVOLUTION on www.LEGAL-REVOLUTION.com.
More Information about LEGAL LIVE on www.LEGAL-LIVE.net.
Sophia Agne is also available for further information:
S.Agne@LEGAL-REVOLUTION.com
Tel.: 069 – 34 87 920-92
LEGAL (R)EVOLUTION GmbH
Kaiserstraße 53, Frankfurt a.M.

